Tap2Openʼs Cloud-based Smartphone Access System
A modern alternative to call boxes, manned gates, and remote guards

RESIDENTS
Residents can easily schedule a
single visitor or group and send
invitations anywhere there is
Internet connectivity
Invitations can be sent simply via
SMS, E-mail, or by copy-and-paste
Flexible scheduling allows
residents to control exactly when
guests may enter
Residents can cancel or update an
invitation at any time

The Tap2Open™ smartphone access system provides
a simple and elegant solution for entry into your gated
community: smartphone access! Tap2Open can easily
grant temporary physical access to anyone with a
GPS enabled smartphone.
Our cloud-based service is easy to use, simple, and
convenient for any size installation. There are no
servers to setup or software to install.
Residents can use their PC, tablet, or smartphone to
send an invitation to their guests. Their guests can use
the invitation to access the premises only during the
scheduled time when they are at the gate.

GUESTS
Guests avoid long lines and wasted
fuel waiting for entry
No need to install an app; a single
tap opens an invitation right in the
guest’s mobile phone’s browser
Automatically provides guests with
driving directions and entry
instructions on their smartphone
COMMUNITIES
The system maintains detailed
access logs
No special programming tools
required – residents are managed
with an easy-to-use web interface
Complements existing access
systems and reduces overhead to
help cut costs
Increased security with less
manpower
“Move out” feature ensures past
residents’ privacy
Contact us for pricing, availability, and additional
information

Tap2Open is ideal for any electronic entry system such
as gated communities, office buildings, storage facilities,
parking garages, and apartment complexes.
Unlike access codes, which can be easily shared
undesirably, Tap2Open invitations can be locked to a
particular guest device or even made “one time use
only” for increased security. Residents can even be
notified electronically when their guests enter.
Modern, convenient, and secure: Tap2Open is the hightech solution youʼve been looking for!

Contact us today and start making
your residents feel safer and their
guests more welcome!

www.tap2open.com
sales@tap2open.com
1-561-740-OPEN (6736)
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